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Flux-flow instabilities in amorphous Nb0.7Ge0.3 microbridges
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We report measurements of the electric field vs current density@E(J)# characteristics in the mixed state of
amorphous Nb0.7Ge0.3 microbridges. Close to the transition temperatureTc the Larkin-Ovchinnikov theory of
nonlinear flux flow and the related instability describes the data quantitatively up to;70% of the upper critical
magnetic fieldBc2 and over a wide electric-field range. At lower temperatures the nonlinearities ofE(J) can be
described by electron heating which reducesBc2 and leads to a second type of flux flow instability, as shown
by a scaling analysis of the high-dissipation data.
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It was predicted by Larkin and Ovchinnikov~LO! that the
E(J) curves of a ‘‘dirty’’ superconductor in the mixed sta
may exhibit a steep increase long before the depairing
rent density is reached.1 This jump—called flux flow insta-
bility ~FFI!—was originally expected at temperaturesT close
to Tc and at a critical vortex velocityu5ui where the qua-
siparticles inside the driven vortex cores gain enough ene
by the electric field to escape into the surrounding superfl
The runaway occurs because the quasiparticles cannot
inside the cores during the time a vortex moves for a dista
of the coherence lengthj (; vortex radius!. The vortices
shrink and the vortex motion viscosity is reduced, result
in an increase of the dissipation at the fixedJ. The critical
velocity is independent of magnetic fieldB and corresponds
to a critical electric fieldEi5uiB. Subsequent theory of Be
zuglyj and Shklovskij~BS! took into account heating effect
due to a finite rate of heat removal to the bath and predic
that pure, nonthermal LO FFI can occur only atB
<0.4Bc2.2 Other studies of the LO FFI explored the effec
of a spatially nonuniform distribution of the excitations.3 Ex-
planations of the FFI beyond the original or modified L
picture were sought in dynamic vortex lattic
crystallization,4 depinning phenomena,5 appearance of ho
spots,6 and recently in vortex core expansion due to elect
heating at low temperatures.7 Irrespective of its microscopic
origin, the FFI is characterized by anE(J) region just above
Ei where theory predictsdE/dJ,0, i.e., not only a jump but
also a hysteresis inE(J), as verified experimentally in Ref
8. As B is increased the jump disappears andE(J) is turned
to a smooth nonhysteretic curve.

Previous analyses of the mechanisms that cause the
relied mostly on identification of the jump atEi(Ji) and dis-
cussion of theB and T dependence ofEi , Ji , and other
related parameters (ui , power densityJiEi , etc.! The quan-
titative description ofE(J) extending both below and abov
Ei has remained an open question. In particular, for the n
hystereticE(J) one cannot determineEi by simply recogniz-
ing the jump but has to carry out a comparison with theo
which has not been done. Such an investigation in conv
tional superconductors is lacking possibly due to the usu
strong pinning, which complicates treatments of pure fl
0163-1829/2004/69~9!/092510~4!/$22.50 69 0925
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flow effects even in simple vortex systems. In high-Tc super-
conductors the pinning is weak but the form of vortices is
this case less well known, which is complicated further
peculiar fluctuations in the depinned state.9 To avoid the
mentioned obstacles as much as possible we have chos
material already proven to be appropriate for studying
fundamental mechanisms of vortex dynamics, namely, am
phous Nb0.7Ge0.3 thin film of thickness comparable toj.10

These samples have very weak or negligible pinning ove
considerable part of the (B,T) plane and represent a simp
classical dirty superconductor with a well-defined vort
structure. We have chosen the microbridge geometry to
duce the measurement current and thus the power dissip
in the sample.

Close toTc we have found a quantitative agreement w
the LO theory up to an unexpectedly highb5B/Bc2;0.7, in
both the close-to-equilibrium flux flow resistivityr f and the
E(J) extended over a wide range ofJ. We show thatEi can
be determined even if there is no jump. At lower tempe
tures the LO description breaks down, which suggests a
ferent origin of the FFI. These data can be explained con
tently by electron heating to a temperatureT* above the bath
temperatureT0, which causes a decrease ofBc2(T* ) and a
transition to the normal state at an electric fieldEc(B).

The methods of sample fabrication and determination
superconducting parameters are described in Ref. 10.
measured microbridge, deposited onto an oxidized Si s
strate, was 210mm long, 5 mm wide, 20 nm thick, and had
the following parameters of interest:Tc52.75 K ~with a
transition width of 0.05 K!, the estimatedT50 normal-state
resistivity rn(0)53.360.2 mVm, 2(dBc2 /dT)T5Tc

'2.6 T K21, j(0)56.8 nm, and the other Ginzburg-Landa
parameters werek5103 and l(0)51.15mm. All the
sample parameters are within the range of expected va
for amorphous Nb0.7Ge0.3 thin films. The measurements wer
performed in a3He cryostat with rf filtered leads. The d
E(J) characteristics were measured byincreasing the ap-
plied current at a rate 10 nA s21 (0.1 MA m22 s21),
whereas the magnetoresistivity@r(B,T)# measurements
were carried out using small currents (1 MA m22) at which
©2004 The American Physical Society10-1
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theE(J) is linear, originating from either thermally activate
vortex hopping or free flux flow.10

In Fig. 1 we show E(J) at T052.5 K (t5T0 /Tc
50.91), for 0.1 T<B<0.5 T (0.15<b<0.77). A change
from anE(J) with the FFI jump~low B) to a smoothE(J)
~high B) is clearly visible, as well as a gradual approachi
the normal-state electric fieldEn5rnJ ~dashed line! at large
J. We show below that the LO FFI theory explains quanti
tively all these curves. Close toTc the LO expression for
J(E) is given by

J5snFA1
g~b!

b~12t !1/2
Y~E!GE, ~1!

where sn51/rn , A is a constant of order unity,Y(E)
51/(11E2/Ei

2) describes the vortex core shrinking, an
g(b) is a function approximated by the following interpol
tion formulas: g1(b)54.042b1/4(3.9612.38b) for b
,0.315 and g2(b)50.43(12b)3/210.69(12b)5/2 for b
.0.315. In the limitE!Ei , Y(E)'1 and Eq.~1! gives the
flux flow resistivity r f5E/J. In the expression forr f , A
51 follows from the conditionr f(Bc2)5rn , whereas in
nonequilibrium the constant value ofA'1 reflects suppres
sion of the superconducting order parameter outside
cores by a strong electric field.8

A comparison of two typical experimentalE(J) charac-
teristics ~solid lines! at T052.5 K, with (B50.1 T) and
without (B50.4 T) the jump, and Eq.~1! ~dashed lines! is
shown in Fig. 2. Equation~1! agrees with the data exce
lently by taking sn53.13105 S/m from r(B;2Bc2), A
ranging from 0.92 to 0.97 with no systematicB dependence
and usingBc250.6560.03 T to calculateg(b)/b and the
corresponding error bars@important at lowb whereg(b)/b is
a steep function#. Thus, the only free parameter isEi , shown
in the inset to Fig. 2~a! and discussed later.

In the inset to Fig. 1 we showr(B) ~solid line! at the
same temperature, compared with the theoreticalr f ~open
symbols!. With the same values of parametersBc2 , sn , and
A as above, the agreement of the data and the LO theo

FIG. 1. E(J) at T052.5 K, for 0.1 T<B<0.5 T(Bc250.65
60.03 T) increasing as indicated by the arrow. The dashed
representsEn5rnJ. Inset: Measured magnetoresistivity~solid line!
and the LOr f ~open symbols! plotted usingg1 andg2 as explained
in the text.
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satisfactory below;0.5 T all the way down toB→0. This
implies a negligible critical current densityJc and a good
description of the close-to-equilibrium transport properties
terms of the LO theory for all theE(J) shown in Fig. 1. The
LO theory, however, fails to explain the data closer toBc2, in
contrast to our previous finding10 for another sample att
50.82 and the present sample att50.7 ~not shown!. The
failure of the LO theory to describer(B→Bc2) in the vicin-
ity of Tc may be related to a widening of theequilibrium
critical-fluctuation region atB sufficiently close toBc2.

From the slope of linearEi(B) we calculate the vortex
critical velocity ui5305 m/s. Using the LO expressionui

5AD@14z(3)(12T/Tc)#1/2/pte,ph we can determine the
electron-phonon inelastic scattering timete,ph50.18 ns,
where D58kBTcj

2(0)/p\54.331025 m2/s is the diffu-
sion constant andz the Riemann zeta function. The corre
sponding inelastic relaxation length is calculated asl e,ph

5ADte,ph587 nm. The linearity ofEi(B) provides strong
evidence for the FFI being caused by the LO mechanism
vortex core shrinking. Note that the LO model holds up to
unexpectedly highb, almost twice larger than the upper lim
estimated by BS. Only forB50.5 T the relatively large error
bar of the correspondingEi may imply that the BS heating is
starting to take place, but the agreement with Eq.~1! is still
very good over the wholeE range. Previously we showe
that the weak heating effects in this regime contribu
mostly to the vortex motion noise.10 In conclusion to this
part, our results forT0 close toTc are over a largeB interval
in remarkable quantitative agreement with the LO theory

We now turn to the low-temperature regime. Recen
Kunchur analyzed the FFI in YBa2Cu3O72d at low tempera-
tures and small to moderateb in terms of electron heating to
a temperatureT* .T0.7 Well belowTc the LO mechanism is

e

FIG. 2. E(J) at T052.5 K ~full lines!, for ~a! B50.1 T and~b!
B50.4 T. The dashed lines are plots of Eq.~1! with the appropriate
choices of the parameters, as discussed in the text. Inset to~a!:
ExtractedEi(B) ~circles!, illustrating the validity of the LO theory
with ui5Ei /B independent of magnetic field.
0-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 092510 ~2004!
expected to be ineffective since in this case the superc
ducting order parameter does not depend strongly on s
changes of the electron distribution function.1 On the other
hand, at lowT the efficiency of heat removal from electron
to phonons, as well as from phonons to the bath, is redu
and a nonequilibrium suppression of superconductivity
electron heating appears natural. This effect can be co
niently expressed through a decrease ofBc2(T* ). In order to
investigate the differences and/or similarities between
FFI and overall nonlinearities of theE(J) at low an highT
we carried out measurements atT051.1 K (t50.4) over a
similar range ofb as before, the results of which are show
in Fig. 3~a!. Despite the apparent similarity of the curv
when compared to those of Fig. 2, we did not obtain a
satisfactory agreement with Eq.~1! even if we left all the
numerical parameters floating and/or replaced
b-dependent part with the ones appropriate at low temp
tures~see below!. This motivated us to analyze these resu
in terms of electron heating as the cause of a second typ
the FFI.

At low t andb the equilibrium dissipation is described b
J(E)5Jc10.9snE/b.1 The plots of this expression ar
shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 3~a! for 0.6 T and 0.9 T. We
used Bc253.060.1 T as determined fromr f(B), thus Jc
was the only free parameter. The replacementT0→T* can
explain the rise ofE(J) above the dotted lines by a progre
sive decrease ofJc and increase ofb ~by the suppression o
Bc2). The decrease ofBc2(E) implies a nonmonotonic de
pendence of the ratioE/b(E) on E, resulting in a negative
slope of J(E), and causing a flux flow instability of the
origin different than the LO core shrinking. This regime
low to moderateb was analyzed in detail by Kunchur, bu
due to the largeBc2 in high-Tc compounds the limitB
→Bc2 ~i.e.,E→En) remained unexplored. In our experime
Bc2 is accessible, which permits a complementary test of
electron-heating approach, as presented below.

In order to analyze theE(J)→En data we recall anothe
LO result, namely, that as long as the electron mean free

FIG. 3. ~a! E(J) at T051.1 K ~solid lines!, for 0.6 T<B
<2.2 T (Bc253.060.1 T) increasing as indicated by the arro
The dashed line showsEn5rnJ. The dotted lines are plots ofJ
50.9sn /b1Jc for 0.6 T and 0.9 T.~b! E vs b* calculated from the
measuredE(J) and Eq.~2! using a53. The vertical scale is the
same as in~a! and the arrow points again in the direction of increa
ing B.
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is much smaller thanj, close toBc2 the J(E) is at an arbi-
trary temperature determined by1

J5sn@11a~T!~12b!#E, ~2!

where a is a temperature-dependent constant varying
tween 2 and 4, andJc at such high dissipation can be disr
garded. If the assumption of electron-heating-induced n
linearities is correct, Eq.~2! should describe the upper part o
E(J) throughE dependence ofb anda up to the transition to
the normal state at a critical electric fieldEc(B) correspond-
ing to T* 5Tc(B) @equivalently, toB5Bc2(T* )]. In other
words, b increases to anonequilibrium b* (E). If the tem-
perature dependence~and hence theE dependence! of a is
weak,1 we can approximatea by a constant and invert Eq
~2! to calculateb* (E)5B/Bc2(E) from our E(J) data. In
Fig. 3~b! we show a plot ofE vs b* ~calculated usinga
53) for b* .0.9, where we expect the validity of Eq.~2!
and the approximation of a constanta. The similarity of
these curves for different values ofB suggests a possibl
scalingb* (E/Ec) for a proper choice ofEc(B). This is dem-
onstrated in Fig. 4~a!, whereEc(B) is chosen such thatb*
~left-hand scale! scales with 12E/Ec , i.e., the data shown in
Fig. 3~b! can be collapsed onto the same curve. Using
obtained values ofBc2(E)5B/b* (E) and the equilibrium
Bc2(T) characteristics we can estimate the values ofT* (E)
for eachB, as shown in Fig. 4~b! by the solid lines. As the
heating progresses,T* approachesTc(B) ~horizontal dotted
lines!.

The above procedure corresponds to a determination
Ec(B), shown in the inset to Fig. 4~a! by symbols. The solid
line representsEc5Ec0(12b), and describes the inferre
values ofEc fairly well in terms of a phenomenological pa
rameterEc051500 V/m. This result can be made plausible

-

FIG. 4. ~a! Scaling plot of the nonequilibrium reduced magne
field b* ~left-hand scale! and the quasiparticle scattering timet
~right-hand scale! vs 12E/Ec , as indicated by the arrows and ca
culated as explained in the text. The solid line representst
5t0exp@3.5(12E/Ec)

3/2# with t0'0.25 ns. Inset:Ec against equi-
librium 12b. The error bars indicate how muchEc varies if the
scaling ofb* is performed usinga between 2 and 4.~b! The elec-
tron temperatureT* ~solid lines! vs E for different B, estimated
from the equilibriumBc2(T) characteristics. The dotted lines repr
sentTc(B).
0-3
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we analyze our results further with regard to the thermo
namic properties of the mixed state. The electron-hea
model11 assumes that the stationary state atT* is established
according toJEt5Gs(T0)2Gs(T* ), whereGs is the super-
conducting part of the Gibbs free-energy density andt the
relaxation time of the nonequilibrium state.12 At E5Ec the
above equation leads tosnEc

2t05Gs(T0), t0 being the re-
laxation time at theEc(B) phase boundary, where the supe
conductivity is destroyed. Since for a dirty high-k supercon-
ductor at largeb we can takeGs5Us(12b)2, where Us

5Bc2
2 /4m0k2 is the zero-B superconducting condensatio

energy,13 we obtainEc}12b, which agrees with our scaling
result and linkst0 with Ec0.

Having found an explanation for the linearity ofEc vs 1
2b we can proceed to calculatet5@Gs(T0)2Gs(T* )#/JE
by inserting the values ofBc2(E) @see Fig. 4~a!# into the
expression forGs(T* )5Gs(E). Again, we obtain a scaling
behavior oft with respect to 12E/Ec , as we show in Fig.
4~b! by symbols~right-hand scale!. Note that this scaling is
not a simple consequence of the scaling ofb* extracted from
Fig. 3~b!, sinceBc2

2 (E) enters the expression forUs(E) in-
dependently. The obtained result can be described phen
enologically byt(E,B)5t0exp$3.5@12E/Ec(B)#3/2%, with
t0'0.25 ns. This is illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 4~a!.
The relaxation of the nonequilibrium state most likely occu
through the recombination of quasiparticles accompan
with the emission of nonequilibrium phonons, typical of t
response of a superconducting film to energy depositio14

The scattering rate in this process depends on the quas
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In conclusion, we have measured and analyzed theE(J)
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